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Chair’s Message
The Foundation for Child Development has a reputation for identifying critical
children’s issues well before their time. Our New American Children Initiative, the
subject of this 2007 Annual Report, is a case in point.
More than 20 percent of America’s children under the age of six live in immigrant
families. Yet, far more attention has focused on adolescents in newcomer families.
Five years after FCD started to fund research, policy, and advocacy in our New
American Children Initiative, we now have a more complete picture of these
children from birth into adolescence. Foundations, policy institutes, and advocacy
organizations draw on our grantees’ work to move the agenda much further than
our small foundation can accomplish itself. We are proud that we have been able
to jumpstart this broader interest in young children of immigrant families.
This year, the National Task Force for the Early Childhood Education of Hispanics,
which was established with an FCD grant, released its final report, Para Nuestros
Ninos: Expanding and Improving Early Education for Hispanics. Based on new
research, commissioned by the Task Force, and careful synthesis of existing studies,
the Task Force significantly expanded the knowledge base about Latino children
from birth to age eight. (See www.ecehispanics.org.) Evidence-based policies
and practices regarding early schooling, including the reauthorization of the No
Child Left Behind Act, are benefiting from this effort, as the demographics of the
young Latino child population make it difficult to ignore this significant group of
America’s children.
In 2002, FCD combined its longstanding commitment to researchers in the early
part of their careers with the New American Children Initiative by creating the
Young Scholars Program (YSP). Coming from many different disciplines, FCD’s
young scholars are engaged in research that will illuminate the challenges
young children of immigrants face and how their families, cultural traditions, and
experiences in the United States may contribute to their successful development.
Our Young Scholars are delving into these issues. The first scholars, who received
grants in 2003 and are graduating this year, are making an impact. To see the
breadth of work FCD’s Young Scholars are undertaking, visit www.fcd-us.org.
Being ahead of the curve. Connecting research with policy. Investing in young
leaders to builda new research field. These are the building blocks of FCD’s work.
Our New American Children Initiative exemplifies FCD’s legacy in enhancing the
well-being of all of America’s children.
P. Lindsay Chase-Lansdale
Chair
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President’s Message
Times have changed. During the 1970s, child advocates would assert “All Our
Children.” They meant that all of America’s children, regardless of their race/ethnicity
or their families’economic resources, deserved equal opportunities under the law.
Then, only 7.5 percent of children under the age of eight lived in immigrant families.
At the beginning of the 21st century, when one out of every four children under
the age of eight in the United States lives in a family where at least one parent is
an immigrant, and where, in California, one out of two children born there lives in
an immigrant family, the assertion has changed to a troubling question: “All Our
Children?
Who are America’s children today? Do they include the 93 percent of young children
of immigrants who are born in the United States, and therefore, native-born citizens?
Will the United States make a commitment to integrate them fully into our communities?
This FCD annual report reflects seven years of investments to address these questions,
focused on young children during their first decade of life. When we began our work,
these children were invisible — in public policies and on philanthropic agendas.
Thanks to the courageous support of the FCD Board of Directors and staff, themselves
not far from their immigrant roots, FCD has contributed to lifting the veil of neglect
from this growing group of America’s children. FCD is committed to transforming
this awareness into specific policies and practices that strengthen the integration
of children and their immigrant families into America’s communities.
As part of our New American Children Initiative, FCD launched a Young Scholars
Program to build a field of research on the development of children living in
immigrant families. We aimed to create a network of young researchers who,
through their own actions and by training others, would enhance this field. What
we did not anticipate was that more than 50 percent of FCD Young Scholars are
themselves first-generation immigrants, and represent the global community
attracted to the United States by the promise of graduate education in the
developmental sciences. A diverse set of scholars was our assumed goal, but
little did we know how successful we would be by selecting scholars solely on
the promise of their proposed research.
By happenstance, my father was born in Hiroshima, Japan, in 1921, to my Americanborn grandmother, and returned to the United States when he was six months
old. Because of prevailing laws, he could not be naturalized until 1952 under the
McCarran-Walter Act, which first enabled “people of the yellow race” to become
U.S. citizens. When I asked my father why he became a citizen, he simply said,
“Kodomo no tame ni.” “For the sake of my children.” May we be guided by his
example: For the sake of all our children.
Ruby Takanishi
President and CEO
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All Our Children?

The Dividends of Investing Early:
Why We Need to Help The
Youngest Children of Immigrants
Alexandra Fuenmayor Starr

Immigrants in the United States do not, for the most part, have easy lives.
Many toil in low-skill jobs with few opportunities for advancement. Millions
of immigrants residing in the United States without papers live in a state of
perpetual insecurity — to be caught by la migra, they know, could result in
immediate deportation.
Ask these men and women why they endure such conditions, and frequently
they will evoke dreams not for themselves, but for their sons and daughters.
Their aspirations for the next generation dovetail with America’s self-conception
as a nation of equal opportunity. All children in the United States can
succeed, this shibboleth holds, regardless of the conditions into which
they are born. Few would quibble with the nobility of this vision. But reality
often is quite different.
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All Our Children?
This is particularly true for immigrant children, who make up one-fifth of the 23.4 million children
under the age of six in the United States. Many of these youngsters begin their lives with pronounced
disadvantages. More than a quarter of immigrant children live in poverty.i Almost half of non-citizen
immigrant children lack health insurance.ii Many of their parents did not complete high school,iii
and this has implications for the children. A mother’s level of education often is a leading indicator
of whether her child will be adequately prepared for Kindergarten.
What’s more, a quarter of immigrant children are raised in “linguistically isolated” households,
where no member of the family over the age of 13 is proficient in English.iv Without access to early
education, children raised in these non-English speaking homes likely will lag their peers. After all,
they won’t just be expected to acquire basic math and literacy skills, but also learn these precepts
in a new language. The majority will never catch up.

Greater Need for Services, But Less Access
Services like good-quality preschool and publicly subsidized healthcare would help put these
children on surer footing in their critical early years. But while immigrant families face greater
hardships than U.S.-born citizen families, they are less likely to participate in public programs
that could improve their children’s development.
This under-enrollment is due, in part, to U.S. social policy. In the absence of a national healthcare
system or universal preschool, the services available to immigrant families differ from state
to state. Some, like California and Illinois, provide relatively comprehensive safety nets for legal
immigrants. States with less experience integrating newcomers, such as Arkansas and Georgia,
are less generous.
Changing migration patterns mean these state decisions affect more and more people: Immigrants
—oftentimes very recent arrivals to the United States—are bypassing traditional gateways like
New York and are moving into the South and Midwest. The support systems that their children
need simply may not be available to them in these regions.

Barriers to Accessing Needed Services
Immigrants without papers rarely are eligible for federal or state benefits, and in many states, even
legal immigrants are prohibited from enrolling in welfare or Medicaid during their first few years in
the United States. But more than 90 percent of newcomer kids under the age of six are U.S. citizens.
As such, they are entitled to the same federal and state services as children with U.S.-born parents.
But about four-fifths of these children have at least one non-citizen parent. These “mixed status”
families often shy away from engaging with the public sector because they fear it could have
immigration consequences for non-citizen household members.
These anxieties are heightened when individual programs, and society at large, send signals that
immigrants are not welcome. When publicly funded preschools request Social Security numbers,
newcomer families are less likely to register. It may not be printed on the admission sheets,
but the implication is that only citizen children of citizen parents should apply.
When stories about Department of Homeland Security raids at Oklahoma meat-packing plants
dominate the local news broadcasts, immigrants feel vulnerable, even if they are unlikely to be
swept up in the net. They may hesitate to register their U.S.-born children for Medicaid, or even
make regular trips to a public park. Cumulatively, these decisions have a big impact on their
children’s early development.
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“The baby-boomer
generation, which is
predominately white, is
going to increasingly
depend on minorities and
children growing up in
immigrant households,”
says Donald Hernandez,
Professor of Sociology at
the State University of
New York, Albany.
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Many [children of immigrants] begin their lives with pronounced
disadvantages. More than a quarter of immigrant children live in poverty.
Almost half of non-citizen immigrant children lack health insurance.
Many of their parents did not complete high school, and this has
implications for the children.
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Why Should We Care?
Immigrant parents’ decisions have consequences for our country’s future. Children of immigrants
are the fastest-growing segment of our young population. With the right supports, many could
grow up to make important contributions in the workplace and in their communities. Their linguistic
skills and experience negotiating different cultures could be tapped to give the United States an
edge in an increasingly competitive marketplace.
The flip side also is true. If the children of immigrants start off their years in poor health and lagging
their peers in school, a large part of our future workforce will be unprepared to land highly skilled,
and better paid, jobs as adults. That, in turn, will affect the liquidity of programs like Medicare and
Social Security — entitlements that Americans regard as a virtual birthright.
“The baby-boomer generation, which is predominately white, is going to increasingly depend on
minorities and children growing up in immigrant households,” says Donald Hernandez, professor
of sociology at the State University of New York, Albany, and former special assistant in the U.S.
Bureau of the Census. “If there is any reason so-called regular people should be paying attention
to this on a day-to-day basis, it is total self-interest.”

The Diversity of Immigrants and Their Children
The breadth and variety of the U.S. immigrant population is, by any measure, extraordinary. From
Somalis in Maine to Indonesians in Minneapolis, it can seem like every corner of the planet has an
informal set of representatives on U.S. soil.
The diversity isn’t just reflected in these immigrants’ countries of origin, but, increasingly, where
they decide to settle in the United States. Immigrants are still concentrated in six traditional receiving
states—California, New York, Texas, Florida, Illinois, and New Jersey—but they are branching out
to new regions. Indeed, the states with the fastest-growing populations of immigrant children are
in the South and the West. Georgia and Arkansas saw their states’ limited English-speaking (LEP)
populations increase by more than 200 percent in the 1990’s, and Nevada registered an eye-popping
354 percent jump in its LEP student population over the same period.vi
To be sure, when many U.S. citizens hear the word “immigrant,” images of Latinos, generally from
Mexico, surface in their minds. This image has taken root for good reason: 40 percent of children
of immigrants can trace their heritage to Mexico, and these kids account for the majority of the
immigrant child population in more than half of U.S. states.vii Researchers have focused on this
cohort. While this is understandable, it has led to a dearth of information on people who originate
from other countries.
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A Portrait of Immigrant Families
Still, the existing research shows broad commonalities in immigrants’ backgrounds. Many,
for example, have low rates of education. This holds true for Mexicans, Central Americans, Latinos
from the Caribbean, and newcomers from Vietnam and China. All in all, nearly 30 percent of young
children of immigrants have a parent with less than a high school degree, compared to nine percent
of the native population. What’s more, of the immigrant cohort that didn’t make it through high
school, half have less than a ninth grade education.viii
While many of these parents came to the United States so their children would attend better
schools, their lack of education can put them at a disadvantage in their quest to secure better
opportunities for their kids. Mothers and fathers with few years in the classroom are less likely to
have books in the home and read to their children on a consistent basis. As a result, many won’t
be able to help their sons and daughters with homework once they are in the upper elementary
grades. And particularly when schools do not provide translation services, these parents will
be ill-equipped to evaluate their children’s performance or, for that matter, judge the quality of
education their children are receiving.ix
Lower levels of education don't just affect the cognitive environment parents can provide for their
kids. It also makes it difficult for these workers to land well-paid jobs with benefits. According
to the 2000 U.S. Census, while immigrants comprised 12 percent of the total U.S. population, they
accounted for 21 percent of all low-wage workers, or those earning less than 200 percent of the
federal minimum wage.x Half of immigrant children come from households poor enough to qualify
for a reduced-price school lunch.
High rates of poverty exact a toll on the health of parents and children alike. At birth, children of
Latino immigrants born in the United States tend to be as healthy as their native peers. (Theories
on why this is the case range from self-selection—immigrant parents aren’t likely to move to the
United States if they suffer from diabetes or a heart ailment—to the sound eating habits of Latinas
during pregnancy.) Whatever the mix of protective factors, the safeguards are not permanent. By
the time children of Mexican immigrant mothers commence Kindergarten, they are more likely to
be obese and suffer from conditions like chronic ear infections and asthma than whites and Asians.xi

Strengths of Immigrant Families
While low incomes and difficult living conditions can put newcomer children at risk, their home
life also offers protections. In particular, immigrant kids are more likely than native-born kids to be
raised in nuclear, two-parent families. “Mom and dad are in these homes, and oftentimes grandma
and grandpa are there, too,” says Eugene Garcia, Vice President for School Community Partnerships
at Arizona State University. “In the social and emotional sense, these kids have a lot to draw on.”
These family bonds can be extremely beneficial for children. When kids feel loved and valued, they
are more confident. They are more likely to try new tasks and invest themselves in school and activities.
Robert Crosnoe, Associate Professor of Sociology at the University of Texas, Austin, has documented
the benefits familarismo can bring to Mexican children. Analyzing the Early Child Longitudinal
Study-Kindergarten cohort (ECLS-K), he discovered that while these kids tend to commence school
in poorer physical health than their peers, they are in better mental health. They were, for example,
less likely to act out than many of their peers, and more likely to be rated as “happy” and
“well-adjusted” by their teachers and parents. “Teachers love these kids,” says Crosnoe.
“And that’s important, because you tend to get more help from your teachers when they like you.”
Crosnoe is now designing strategies that could help schools accommodate these children’s physical
health problems. But as Crosnoe points out, to tackle the problem at its root would entail providing
these children with good healthcare on a national scale. This begs the question: What kind of care
can these kids rely on now? And what steps can be taken to improve their health?
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“Mom and dad are in these homes, and oftentimes grandma and
grandpa are there, too,” says Eugene Garcia, Vice President for School
Community Partnerships at Arizona State University. “In the social
and emotional sense, these kids have a lot to draw on.”
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Throwing an impoverished child who doesn’t speak English and has never
spent time in a classroom into an environment with high demands can
make for a painful academic initiation.
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Safeguarding Children’s Physical and MentalWell-Being
The U.S. healthcare system is extremely fragmented, and immigrants are particularly at risk
of falling through the cracks. The primary way American workers and their families get coverage is
through employer-based plans. Highly skilled immigrants often receive their care this way. An Indian
computer engineer based in New Jersey, for example, will probably have access to good coverage
through her place of work. But most immigrants don’t hold these positions; they are more likely to
be changing hotel bed linens or washing dishes in restaurants.
There are public healthcare programs for Americans who are not covered by their employers and
earn too little to buy private insurance. Medicaid, which provides care to the poorest American
families, has been in operation for more than 40 years. Since 1997, children whose families earn
too much to qualify for Medicaid but still can’t afford private insurance can enroll in the State
Children’s Health Insurance Program (S-CHIP).
Unfortunately, this safety net is not open to all immigrants. As part of the 1996 welfare reform
effort, Congress prohibited states from using federal dollars to cover legal newcomers who have
resided in the United States for five years or less. Some still have access to these programs: Illinois
and New Jersey, for example, shoulder the cost of these legal immigrants’ enrollment, even without
the federal match.
But newcomers are spreading into new regions of the country, and some of these states are less
generous in their public benefits. For example, Arizona and Arkansas, two states that have seen
their immigrant population increase dramatically over the past decade, do not provide coverage
during the five-year ban. The uneven availability has exacted a toll: Now, nearly half of non-citizen
immigrant children are uninsured.
At first, welfare reform led to declines in coverage for U.S. citizen children born to immigrants.
Neeraj Kaushal, Associate Professor of Social Work at Columbia University, found that in the years
immediately following the 1996 prohibitions, children of immigrant mothers leaving welfare were
less likely than kids of U.S.-born moms to be uninsured.

Chilling Effects of Immigrant-Related Policies
Kaushal points to the so-called chilling effect as the major reason. “There was confusion about policies,
but also fears,” she says. “As citizens, these children were eligible for services, but immigrant
parents can be very nervous about accessing them. They worry about potential complications for
non-citizen members of the family.” In particular, immigration attorneys caution residents seeking
legal permanent residency or citizenship to avoid any taint of becoming a “public charge” — namely,
being dependent on the state for extensive support. Get slapped with that label, and you won’t
get a green card.
The aggressive outreach that accompanied the roll-out of the S-CHIP program in 1997 helped alleviate
some parents’ apprehensions. “The Clinton administration and individual state governments did a
very good job of getting the word out that enrolling kids was not going to lead to being labeled as a
‘public charge,’” says Leighton Ku, a senior analyst in health policy at the Center for Budget and
Policy Priorities in Washington, D.C.
Citizen children’s participation in public healthcare ultimately did bounce back to pre-welfare
reform levels — but the chilling effect persists. In 2002, 22 percent of children who had at least one
non-citizen parent lacked insurance, compared with 12 percent of children with parents who were
both citizens. Obviously, some parents were hesitant to enroll kids in the public programs for which
they are eligible.
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Declining Health Status of Children of Immigrants
Lack of health insurance has demonstrably harmful consequences. It is a major reason that an
early strength — the relative good health of babies born to immigrant parents — dissipates the
longer they are in the United States. Low-income immigrant children with insurance are more likely
to receive preventive care than immigrant kids who are uninsured.xii And those well-child visits can
address incipient health care issues before they become full-blown crises: Immigrant youngsters
with insurance are less likely than their uninsured peers to visit the emergency room. (Whether or
not they are uninsured, immigrant children do not access emergency room care at the same rate as
children of U.S.-born parents.)
A health insurance card, however, is not the equivalent of a pass to consistent, top-notch service.
Language barriers can severely compromise immigrants’ health. A Clinton-era executive order
mandated federally funded hospitals, clinics, and doctors to offer translation services to patients
who speak limited English. But it has been implemented sporadically, in part because Medicaid
will not reimburse hospitals and clinics for the service. Many immigrants resort to bringing a family
member or friend so they can communicate with their doctor. And while these adults — or even
children — may be conversationally fluent in English, medical terms and directives are often
beyond their understanding. This practice also puts family members in inappropriate situations:
A child, for instance, should not be the one to explain to his mother that she will need to undergo
a hysterectomy.
A universal healthcare system would, of course, be the most effective and comprehensive way
of covering immigrant children. While such an ambitious step does not appear imminent, there are
concrete steps the U.S. government could adopt now to improve immigrants’ healthcare access.
Stricter implementation of the translation rule, and funding to defray the expense, would be two.
The initiative that has the best chance of becoming law in 2007, however, is the Immigrant Children’s
Health Improvement Act (ICHIA), which would allow states to access federal dollars to provide
healthcare to pregnant immigrant mothers and their children, regardless of when they entered
the country. As things stand now, some of our most vulnerable populations do not have access
to regular, affordable care—and that is jeopardizing the health of tens of thousands of children
in immigrant families.

Low Participation Rates in Prekindergarten
It’s not just in the realm of healthcare that immigrant children are under-enrolled in programs that
could improve their life prospects. They are also under-enrolled in high quality PK, perhaps the most
effective early intervention for children at risk for school failure. These programs can introduce kids
in non-English speaking households to basic English before they start their formal education.
Preschools can also connect them to services like healthcare programs and other social supports
for which their children may be eligible.
Despite the fact that preschool would help level the playing field for immigrant kids and their native
peers, newcomer kids are severely underrepresented in these programs. Children born to U.S.-native
parents are more likely to be enrolled in PK both at age three (by a margin of 39 percent to 32 percent)
and age four (63 percent to 55 percent).xiii What makes this gap particularly alarming is that the bar
for what children should know in Kindergarten is rising: Some educators now refer to it as the new
First Grade. Throwing an impoverished child who doesn’t speak English and has never spent time
in a classroom into an environment with high demands can make for a painful academic initiation.
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Lack of health insurance
has demonstrably harmful
consequences. It is a
major reason that an early
strength — the relative
good health of babies born
to immigrant parents —
dissipates the longer they
are in the United States.
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A whopping 70 percent of limited English proficient children attend just
10 percent of the country’s elementary schools.
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Barriers to Prekindergarten Participation
While cost, program hours, and transportation can stifle all low-income families’ PK participation,
immigrants face additional obstacles. For example, there is a dearth of programs in predominately
immigrant neighborhoods. A recent study by Bruce Fuller at the University of California, Berkeley,
found that the counties with the densest Latino populations in Los Angeles and Chicago were the
least likely to have child-care centers and PK programs.
The barriers aren’t just geographic. Because subsidies for preschool are so scarce, generally the
most knowledgeable and assertive parents are the ones who manage to snag the limited slots.
A national study recently conducted by the Center for Law and Social Policy (CLASP) found that
immigrants — and groups dedicated to their integration into local communities — often were
unaware of existing programs.
Even when they are cognizant of PK options, parents can be nervous about accessing them because
of public-charge fears. “Individual programs sometimes do things that fan those anxieties,” says
Danielle Ewan, who directs child care and early education policy at CLASP. “In states across the
country, for example, many programs request the Social Security number not just for the prospective
student, but parents as well.” Far from being prepared to fight aggressively to get their children
into public programs, immigrant parents may shy away from attempting to register.
The itinerant nature of some immigrants’existence also can complicate efforts to land PK placement.
In Georgia, for example, registration for the state’s universal program is typically held in the spring
prior to the fall semester. Newcomers may be able to get on a waiting list, but openings rarely
become available after the narrow enrollment window closes.

Increasing Participation
of Children of Immigrants in Prekindergarten
Immigrant participation in preschool does not lag that of natives in every state. Oklahoma—which
offers PK to all four-year-olds mostly through its public schools—boasts a 70 percent participation
rate for immigrant and non-immigrant children alike. The fact that PK is offered in schools may be a
key component of the program’s success.
Schools have access to public funding so they can often provide wrap-around care that better
accommodates working families’ hours. Parents may also feel particularly comfortable sending their
four-year-olds to a school (they enroll their older children there, after all). The universal nature of the
program is also a boon, in part because it fosters broader public knowledge about PK opportunities.

Success by Third

Another benefit of basing PK programs in public schools is that it can help create a clear set
of expectations of what children should be learning before they enter Kindergarten. When curricula
are aligned from preschool through the Third Grade—that is, when teachers introduce children
to skills and ideas that build on what kids learned the previous school year—the benefits of early
education are magnified.

The PK-3 approach can help ensure that by the Third Grade, kids have mastered basic math skills and
can read fluently. This is a critical year: Once they ascend to the Fourth Grade, children are expected
to tap their literacy skills to learn about social studies, science, and literature. Students who are still
learning to read at that stage will be ill-equipped to tackle these more advanced subjects.
Children of immigrants are disproportionately likely to be unprepared for the post-Third Grade
curriculum. An analysis conducted by the National Task Force on Early Childhood for Hispanics
found that the 30 percent of Latino children were not given an English reading assessment
in Kindergarten because they couldn’t speak the language. These children were still struggling
with reading by the end of the Fifth Grade.
fcd-us.org—15

Addressing the Prekindergarten –
Third Grade Education of English Language Learners
The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) law has generated changes that could eventually help bring more
children of immigrants up to grade level. The law has forced schools to document the performance
of all of their students, and pay penalties if a subgroup of kids—such as poor and minority pupils
—are failing to meet state standards.
Schools with high concentrations of limited English proficient students (LEPs) are more likely to
have PK centers on site than schools with low levels of LEP enrollment. An investigation by the
Urban Institute also found that the NCLB demands had prodded some school districts to maximize
the leverage PK-on-site can offer, and foster greater alignment in the PK-3 curriculum.
What’s more, the increased resources NCLB offers to schools serving disadvantaged populations
were largely used for teacher professional development. “That can be very beneficial, particularly
when all teachers are trained to work with LEP kids,” says Toni Clewell, an education research
associate at the Urban Institute. “It helps eliminate the mentality that we have to knock
[LEP children’s first] language out of students’ heads. We shouldn’t see fluency in another language
as a barrier to be overcome, but a resource to be built on.”
One pedagogical approach that takes this approach is dual immersion, or “English Plus Spanish.”
Under this system, classrooms are evenly divided between native English speakers and speakers
of another language (generally Spanish). Subjects are taught in both languages. By the end of the
Sixth Grade, students should be bilingual, in addition to having mastered the elementary school
curricula. High LEP schools are more likely to offer these programs. When they do, middle- and
upper-income students tend to enroll in greater numbers —the prospect that English speakers can
speak two languages at the age of 12 is an effective lure to building a more diverse, and affluent,
student body.
NCLB has increased the attention on immigrant children and directed more resources to their
education. Still, LEP students are highly concentrated in urban, poor schools. A whopping 70 percent
of LEP children attend just 10 percent of the country’s elementary schools. While many high LEP
schools appear to be capitalizing on the benefits an international student body offers, these
institutions also face serious challenges. Their teachers are more likely to be new to the profession
and uncertified. Students tend to come from disadvantaged backgrounds; on average, nearly
three-fourths qualify for a reduced-price lunch. XIV
Some of the drawbacks of NCLB are also disproportionately affecting LEP students. While the quality
of NCLB tests have been questioned in states across the country, the assessments for LEP children
have been fingered as a particularly weak link. These tests aren’t just used to determine the
progress of schools, but also student placement. And when the diagnostics don’t provide an accurate
snapshot of a child’s progress, she can end up in classes that are not a suitable match to her skills.
Several teachers reported to Clewell that students had been taken out of English as a Second
Language programs prematurely because of faulty assessments.
The effectiveness of NCLB hinges, in part, on whether families are prepared to demand the supports
the law offers children in failing schools. For example, students can benefit from tutoring services
and even request a transfer to a different school if their home institution fails to meet state standards.
The vast majority of immigrant parents, however, appear to be unfamiliar with the law. Even when
they are, they may feel uncomfortable about approaching school authorities, particularly if a member
of the family is undocumented. Unless school districts do a better job of communicating with
parents who do not speak English, and allay fears immigrants may have about interacting with the
public sector, it is hard to see how these families will use the leverage NCLB offers to secure better
education for their kids.
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When curricula are aligned from preschool through the Third Grade—
that is, when teachers introduce children to skills and ideas that build
on what kids learned the previous school year—the benefits of early
education are magnified.
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Aside from all we need
to learn, there is also
much we already know
—and should act on.
Immigrant children are
avulnerablepopulation.
They are more likely
to be poor and shut
out of the programs
they need than
children born to
U.S. natives.
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Building a New Research Field
Despite the fact that children of immigrants are a large and growing part of our population, there
is much we do not know about their development, particularly in regard to non-Latino kids. The
Foundation for Child Development Young Scholars Program is funding young researchers to start
investigating under-studied populations. Some of their preliminary research has found that children
born to newcomer parents face serious risks to their well-being.
New York University Assistant Professor of Psychology Selcuk Sirin, for example, points out that
85 percent of Muslim students say they have experienced discrimination at school. The events of
9/11 made this population particularly vulnerable. Many Muslim men were deported after the
attacks—primarily for overstaying their visas—leaving families without their primary breadwinner.
The general atmosphere also became more hostile towards Muslims, and this has affected children
as well as grown men and women.
Asians have been dubbed a “model minority” for their high test scores and purported perfect
comportment in school and at home. But this population also faces challenges: Studies have found
that they are disproportionately likely to report feeling depressed. The reasons they are particularly
vulnerable to psychological malaise probably apply to many immigrant kids. In essence, their
parents’ mindsets and modes of expressing affection do not square with U.S. cultural practices.
That disconnect can be disorienting and alienating. Research into how cultural factors affect
children from different cultures is an important step toward safeguarding their mental well-being.
Immigrants also are expanding into new regions of the United States, and we need to learn more
about the impact of this trend. In particular, the fate of limited English speakers in schools with
little or no experience with recent immigration is a subject that begs for investigation. It’s probable
that many of these institutions are struggling to provide these kids with adequate education.
Uncovering whether or not that is the case will be a key step to potentially improving the supports
and attention these children receive.
Aside from all we need to learn, there is also much we already know—and should act on. Immigrant
children are a vulnerable population. They are more likely to be poor and shut out of the programs
they need than children born to U.S. natives. Policies at every level of government, from federal
welfare regulations to individual counties’ PK registration practices, have an impact on children
during their critical early years. Many of these practices have the effect, intentional or not,
of being exclusionary.

Children of Immigrants Face a Troubling Future
The broader cultural environment only exacerbates this tendency. There is a strong backlash
against immigrants at the moment. Local governments are passing “crack-down” initiatives ranging
from sanctioning employers of undocumented workers to prohibiting these workers from renting
apartments.
A federal attempt at immigration reform failed dramatically, buried under a deluge of anti-immigration
sentiment. The Bush administration has announced it will step up enforcement of immigration
laws, sanctioning businesses employing undocumented workers and speeding up the expulsion
of immigrants without papers.
The United States is scarcely the only country that can be inhospitable to immigrant families. In
regions of Europe—Switzerland and Austria, for example—there are third-generation immigrants
without citizenship. Ireland has garnered a reputation for being pro-immigrant, primarily because it
opened its job market to Eastern European workers.
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But the so-called Celtic Tiger revoked the right to citizenship by virtue of birth—or ius soli—
in 2005. Anecdotes of “birth tourism”—where foreign women specifically planned to deliver
their babies in Ireland as a method of gaining Irish (and European Union citizenship)—convinced
Irish voters to revoke ius soli by a large margin in a national referendum. Now, no European country
grants citizenship to every child born in its borders.XV
Still, there undoubtedly are benefits to being a child of immigrants in Europe rather than the United
States. Many Western and Northern European countries, for example, consciously attempt to
integrate these children into their educational systems. France provides a superb PK education
to almost all of its three- to five-year-olds. Austria does not screen children enrolling in schools for
their residency status, even though the police conduct random checks on the street for residency
papers. The tacit consensus is that the education of children is too important a priority to be
ensnared in the broader immigration debate.
The fact that these countries provide a more solid social safety net makes a difference in the
opportunities offered to their citizens and their ultimate achievements. A recent study by the
Pew Charitable Trusts, for example, found that the Canadians, French, and residents of most
Scandinavian countries enjoyed greater social mobility than in the United States.
In the United States, of course, all children born in the country are granted citizenship, regardless
of whether their parents have residency papers. This policy is conferred by the 14th Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution and—despite the fact that many anti-immigration voices would like nothing
better than for it to be repealed—it is likely to remain our national policy.
But granting birthright citizenship is not enough. How children of immigrants develop has
consequences for all of us. How they fare as adults will affect everything from the solvency of Social
Security and Medicare to the social cohesion of American communities. In essence, they will have
an outsized impact on the nation’s cultural and economic vitality, today and in the future. It is time
we recognized this reality, and started investing in their healthy development.
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Young Schol ar s Progr am—
Building a Field of Research

Through its Young Scholars Program (YSP), FCD is building the next generation of
researchers studying young children of immigrants (birth to age 10). Since 2003,
FCD provided amounts of $150,000 to 16 tenure-track faculty in higher education
for research on the health, education, family dynamics, culture, and social skills of
children of immigrants.
FCD recognizes that knowledge about the developmental characteristics and
needs of the nation’s fastest-growing child population – children living in immigrant families – was limited. To build this field of research, FCD not only provides
funding for their research, but also networks the Young Scholars by bringing them
together with senior researchers, other funders, and each other.
As Elena Grigorenko, Associate Professor at Yale University’s Child Study Center,
explains, “Part of the great excitement of this group is its diversity. Not just in terms
of languages spoken, immigration history, and areas of study, but in points of view.
When we get together, I always learn something from the other scholars.”
Increasingly, the work of the Young Scholars supports FCD’s PK-3 initiative. Using
administrative data on children in New York City public schools, Dylan Conger,
Assistant Professor at The George Washington University, is looking at how long
it takes non-English speaking children to learn English and its relationship with
school-based programs that support language acquisition. “I did not anticipate
how much support I would receive from FCD beyond the funding,” Conger says.
“And, FCD’s effort to expand PK-3 data resources, through the PK and Beyond
Database, will help corroborate some of my work.”
FCD also sees the Young Scholars playing a potential role in improving policy for
young children of immigrants. “My Young Scholars grant encouraged me to recraft
where I was going with my research,” Robert Crosnoe, Associate Professor at the
University of Texas, Austin, says. “Like most researchers, I was not taught how to
link research with policy.This project helped me go beyond vague statements of policy
implications to specific policy recommendations.”
Each of the research projects funded under the Young Scholars Program adds to our
knowledge about young children of immigrants. The impact of the YSP, however,
goes much further. It is building a network of researchers who are deeply
committed to improving the lives of this fast-growing population.
The Young Scholars Program is more than a network. YSP is building a field of
research that recognizes the racial, ethnic, language, and cultural diversity of
America’s children today and in the future.
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FCD New American Children Grants 1997-2007
Policy-Based Research
Arizona State University

$400,000; to establish the NationalTask Force on Early Childhood Education for Hispanics (2004-2006)

Arizona State University

$150,000; to partially support the strategic communications phase of the National Task Force on
Early Childhood Education for Hispanics (2006-2007)

Citizens’ Committee for
Children of New York

$50,000; for partial support of a study, Keeping Track 2001, to include its statistics on the status
of immigrant children (2001-2002)

Foundation for
Child Development

$1.15 million; to establish the FCD Young Scholars Program: Development of Newcomer Children
in the United States (2002-2005)

Foundation for
Child Development

$662,000; for continuing support of the FCD Changing Faces of America’s Children—
Young Scholars Program (2005-2006)

Foundation for
Child Development

$770,000; for continuing support of the FCD Changing Faces of America’s Children—
Young Scholars Program (2006-2008)

Harvard University

$20,000; for partial support of the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study’s The Next Generation:
Immigrant Youth and Families in Comparative Perspective conference (2004-2005)

Harvard University

$115,000; for partial support of a longitudinal, ethnographic study of low-income working families
in two New York City neighborhoods (1998-1999)

National Center for Latino
Child and Family Research

$6,000; Jane Dustan Award to support a set of organizational activities to launch the Latino Caucus
of the Society for Research on Child Development (2004-2005)

New York Academy of Medicine

$359,658; for a study of the cost of enrolling children, including children of immigrants, in public
health-insurance programs (2001-2003)

Princeton University

$172,500; for the Fragile Families Study on the conditions, needs, and resources of lower-income,
non-marital families, including the impact of national and state policies, labor markets, and other
contextual factors on child and family well-being (1999 -2002)

Society for Research in
Child Development

$6,000; Jane Dustan Award to support organizational activities for the launch of the Asian Caucus
of the Society for Research on Child Development (2007)

The Research Foundation of the $54,680; for the report Race-Ethnic, Immigrant Generation, and Socioeconomic Disparities Using a
State University of New York
Modified Approach to the FCD Child Well-Being Index (2006-2007)
The Urban Institute

$97,016; to support research on and dissemination of a demographic report on the well-being
of children under six living in immigrant families (2003-2004)

The Urban Institute

$301,180; for research and communications activities on the impact of the federal No Child Left
Behind Act on children of immigrants in Prekindergarten and elementary school (2004-2007)

University of Massachusetts

$90,018; for a study of child-care arrangements in immigrant families in the United States
(2000-2001)

Policy and Advocacy
Catholic Legal Immigration
Network, Inc.

$10,000; for partial support of a project on immigrant families (2000)

Center for Law and Social Policy $300,000; to document the uses of Title I funds for early education, including policy options
to serve the Prekindergarten, Kindergarten, and early elementary-education needs of children
living in immigrant families (2005-2007)
Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities

$330,000; for support of its federal and state policy activities related to low-income working
families, and for its efforts on federal policies affecting immigrant families (2002-2004)

Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities

$300,000; for support of its federal and state policy activities related to low-income working
families, and for its federal policy efforts on immigrant issues (2004-2006)

Coalition for Asian American
Children and Families

$10,000; for a report on the health and welfare status of Asian-American immigrant children and
families (1997-1998)

New York Academy of Medicine

$334,702; for the New York Forum for Child Health, including the health of children of immigrants
(2000-2002)
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New York Academy of Medicine

$359,658; for a study of enrolling children, including children of immigrants, in public healthinsurance programs (2001-2003)

New York Academy of Medicine

$678,775; for continuing support of the New York Forum for Child Health, including the health
of children of immigrants (2002-2004)

New York Immigration Coalition $10,000; for partial support of expanded advocacy activities on behalf of immigrant children and
their families in New York in connection with the immigrant provisions of the new welfare-reform
law (1997-1998)
New York Immigration Coalition $90,000; for support of its education and advocacy activities to reduce barriers to health care for
immigrant families and their children (2002-2004)
The Migration Policy Institute

$10,000; to support the Immigrant Children and Families on the Tenth Anniversary of Welfare
Reform conference (2006 -2007)

The New School

$51,408; to the Center for New York City Affairs to support three forums and a complementary
communications strategy to highlight policies affecting the well-being of immigrant children and
their families in New York City (2003-2004)

Program Development/Direct Service
Coalition for Asian American
Children and Families

$30,000; for support of an external stakeholder analysis of CAACF, and work with researchers on
Asian-American families and children (2001-2002)

Immigrant Workers
Citizenship Project

$2,000; for general support of the Immigrant Workers Freedom Ride: Toward Respect, Rights and
the Road to Citizenship (2003)

St. Christopher–Ottilie
Family of Services

$100,000; for partial support of the Center for Family Life, and its services to immigrant families
(1998-2000)

Organizational Membership Grants
Donors Forum of Chicago

$10,000; for partial support of the work of Grantmakers Concerned with Immigrants and Refugees
(1999-2000)

Grantmakers Concerned with
Immigrants and Refugees

$10,000; to support program activities and information resources to educate foundations about
issues facing immigrant children, youth, and families (2006-2007)

Northern California
Grantmakers

$10,000; for partial support of the work of Grantmakers Concerned with Immigrants and Refugees
(2001-2002)

Northern California
Grantmakers

$10,000; for partial support of the work of Grantmakers Concerned with Immigrants and Refugees
(2002-2003)

Northern California
Grantmakers

$18,500; for general support ($10,000) of the work of Grantmakers Concerned with Immigrants and
Refugees and for partial support for its strategic-planning process ($8,500) (2002-2003)

Northern California
Grantmakers

$10,000; general support of the work of Grantmakers Concerned with Immigrants and Refugees
(2004)

Northern California
Grantmakers

$10,000; general support of the work of Grantmakers Concerned with Immigrants and Refugees
(2005-2006)

Communications
Institute for Educational
Leadership

$125,000; for Pre-K Now, to highlight PK-3 among members of the National Association of Latino
Elected and Appointed Officials (2007-2009)
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FCD New American Children Grants 1997-2007
Young Scholars Program: Changing Faces of America's Children
2003 Scholars
Robert Crosnoe

$150,000; for research on The Developmental Trajectories of Immigrant Children: Education, Health,
Parenting, and School Context (University of Texas, Austin, 2003-2007)

Elena Grigorenko

$150,000; for research on Risk and Protective Factors for the Development of Socio-Emotional and Learning
Difficulties in Children Adopted from Russia: A Multi-Group Comparison (Yale University, 2003-2006)

Wen-Jui Han

$150,000; for research on Cognitive and Socio-Emotional Outcomes of Children of Immigrants
( Columbia University, 2003-2007)

Krista Perriera

$150,000; for research on Immigrants, Parenting, and Infant/Toddler Well-Being (University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, 2003-2007)

2004 Scholars
Neeraj Kaushal

$150,000; for research on Welfare Reform and Health of Children in Immigrant Families ( Columbia University,
2004-2007)

Iliana Reyes

$149,962; for research on Emergent Literacy and Immigrant Children: Using Parent-Child Interactions to Foster
Literacy in Spanish-Speaking Children (University of Arizona, 2004-2007)

2005 Scholars
Ariel Kalil

$150,000; for research on Parental Labor Market Experiences, Investments in Children, and the Educational,
Behavioral, and Physical Health Status of Immigrant Children (University of Chicago, 2005-2008)

Yuuko Uchikoshi

$160,000; for research on Early Literacy Study of Immigrant Children (University of California, Davis, 2005-2008)

Jennifer Van Hook

$150,000; for research on Obesity Among Young Children of Immigrants (Pennsylvania State University,
2005-2008)

2006 Scholars
Charissa Cheah

$148,730; for research on Young Children of Chinese Immigrants’ Social Skills: The Role of Sociocultural
Context, Parents’ Adaptation, and Parenting (University of Maryland, Baltimore County, 2006-2009)

Jin Li

$163,570; for research on Chinese Immigrant Children’s Learning Beliefs and Related Socialization at Home
(Brown University, 2006-2008)

Selcuk Sirin

$149,290; for research on Muslim Immigrant Parents Negotiating with Schools: Implications for Children
(New York University, 2006-2009)

2007 Scholars
Dylan Conger

$141,462; for research on Time to English Proficiency Among Young English Learners (The George Washington
University, 2007-2009)

Idolly Micere Keels

$150,000; for research on Children’s Developing Environments (The University of Chicago, 2007-2010)

Sarah Watamura

$150,000; for research on Physiologic Stress Reactivity Among Mexican-Origin Families (University of Denver,
2007-2009)

Qing Zhou

$181,077; for research on The Risk and Protective Factors for Mental Health Adjustment in First- and SecondGeneration Chinese American Immigrant Children (University of California, Berkeley, 2007-2010)
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Funding Guidelines

The Foundation for Child Development does not
accept unsolicited proposals.
What We Fund
The Foundation for Child Development, through
its PK-3 Initiative, supports the restructuring of
Prekindergarten, Kindergarten, and Grades 1 to 3
into a well-aligned first level of public education for
children (ages three to eight) in the United States.
The Foundation’s New American Children grants
focus on stimulating basic and applied research on
children (birth through age nine), particularly those
living in low-income immigrant families.
FCD supports research, policy development,
advocacy, and communications strategies related
to our PK-3 Initiative.
The Foundation for Child Development awards
an average of 14 grants each year. Please see our
complete listing of grants for details about specific
grant-funded projects.
What We Do Not Fund
• The direct provision of Prekindergarten education,
child care, or health care
• Capital campaigns and endowments
• The purchase, construction, or renovation
of buildings
• Grants for projects outside the United States
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Financial Statements April 1, 2006–March 31, 2007
(Condensed from Audited Financial Statements)
Foundation for Child Development
Condensed Statement of Financial Position
Fiscal years ending March 31
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Investments at fair value
Interest receivable from investments
Other accounts receivable and assets
Prepaid Federal Excise Tax
Pledge receivable
Fixed assets net of depreciation

$

2007
639,202
118,113,387
133,428
99,539
34,898
25,000
318,336

$

2006
828,772
112,699,648
156,938
90,692
—
—
345,838

Total Assets
Liabilities and Net Assets
Liabilities:
Grants payable
Accounts and accrued expenses payable
Federal Excise Tax payable
Deferred Federal Excise Tax liability
Total liabilities
Net assets:
Unrestricted
Temporarily restricted
Permanently restricted
Total net assets

$119,363,790

$ 114,121,888

$ 2,679,237
124,536
—
394,000
$ 3,197,773

$ 2,993,203
151,387
22,085
384,000
$ 3,550,675

114,162,180
—
2,003,837
$ 116,166,017

108,581,011
5,646
1,984,556
$ 110,571,213

Total Liabilities and Net Assets

$119,363,790

$114,121,888

Condensed Statement of Activities
Fiscal years ending March 31
2007
Changes in Net Assets
Investment return:
Interest and dividends
Net realized gain on investments
Net change in unrealized appreciation
(depreciation) on investments

$

2,193,657
6,688,765

2006

$

1,766,173
10,881,039

934,635
9,817,057
275,010
$ 9,542,047
26,462
$ 9,568,509

2,123,501
$ 14,770,713
264,242
$ 14,506,471
54,215
$ 14,560,686
$

$
Less: investment-related expenses
Net investment return (deficiency)
Other income
Total revenue (deficiency)
Expenses:
Grants to institutions
Internally administered grant
Direct charitable activities
Communications
Administrative expenses
Grants administration
Federal excise tax
Total expenses
Change in net assets
Net assets at beginning of year

$

996,307
995,000
663,482
392,073
607,399
137,562
181,882
$ 3,973,705
$ 5,594,804
110,571,213

1,593,769
651,000
655,298
329,917
586,925
127,231
267,925
$ 4,212,065
$ 10,348,621
100,222,592

Net Assets at End of Year

$ 116,166,017

$ 110,571,213
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Board of Directors 2006-2007
Officers
Chair – P. Lindsay Chase-Lansdale
Professor, School of Education and Social Policy; Faculty Fellow, Institute for Policy Research,
Northwestern University (Evanston, IL)
Vice Chair – Michael Cohen
Chairman Emeritus, Department of Pediatrics, Albert Einstein College of Medicine (New York, NY)
Secretary – Margarita Rosa
Executive Director, Grand Street Settlement (New York, NY)
Treasurer – John L. Furth
Vice Chairman and Managing Director, Klingenstein, Fields & Co., LLC (New York, NY)
President – Ruby Takanishi
Foundation for Child Development (New York, NY)

Members
Anthony J. Colón
President, A. J. Colón Consulting, LLC, (Columbia, MD)
Barbara Doran
Senior Vice President, Research Investment Officer, Neuberger Berman, LLC (New York, NY)
Nancy Folbre
Professor of Economics, University of Massachusetts (Amherst, MA)
Ellen Berland Gibbs
President, EBG, Inc. (New York, NY)
Arthur Greenberg
Retired, Vice President for Strategic Partnerships, Institute for Student Achievement (New York, NY)
Karen Hill Scott
President, Karen Hill Scott & Company (Culver City, CA)
Christopher Knowlton
President, Knowlton Brothers, Inc. (New York, NY)
David Lawrence Jr.
President, The Early Childhood Initiative Foundation, Inc. (Miami, FL)
Julius B. Richmond
Professor of Health Policy, Emeritus, Department of Social Medicine, Harvard Medical School
(Boston, MA)
Barbara Paul Robinson
Of Counsel, Debevoise & Plimpton (New York, NY)
Margaret Beale Spencer
Graduate School of Education Board of Overseers Professor of Education, Professor of
Psychology, University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, PA)
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Staff and Consultants 2006-2007
Staff
Avni Bhatia, Communications and Grants Assistant
Kimber Bogard, Postdoctoral Fellow/Program Associate
Mark A. Bogosian, Communications and Grants Associate
Mannie Chau, Staff Accountant
Barbara Gomez, Executive Assistant
Harold S. Leibovitz, Director of Strategic Communications
Ruby Takanishi, President and CEO
Fasaha M. Traylor, Senior Program Officer

Consultants
Annette M. L. Chin
Rosalind Glatter
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